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Abstract — Public Geographic Information system (GIS) is
a system that automates the process of collecting community
contributions of spatial data cross referenced to base maps. It
provides the capabilities of analyzing such spatial data giving
effective decision support information such as decisions for
appropriate land use planning, planning pedestrian areas in
crowded streets. On the other hand, the easiest and lowest
cost of ownership way to let people to consume public GIS
services is to provide those services over cloud using software
as a service (SaaS) model. The probability of introducing low
quality data over base map through community
contributions represents a major drawback in SaaS
implementation model for public GIS. This paper's objective
is to overcome such drawback, by introducing new method
for map layer's content verification. Which depends on five
factors, voting on map-layers; user complains as per user
type individual, group user /corporate; existence of agreed
Service Level Agreement (SLA), and reputation of spatial
data's author. Based on a combination of these factors data
quality was measured so that decisions for adding, merging
new or cross referencing map-layers can be taken based on
predefined percentage of measured-data-quality; hence data
quality of new map data presented to users could be
enhanced. A reference data quality percentage of 0.75 was
proposed to help taking decision confidently for adding,
merging or cross referencing new map layers with base map;
The quality scoring for sample map layers was extracted
from running public GIS in private cloud using the proposed
factor over four contributed map layers, which are accessed
by 77 users, and the result was two layers passed with data
quality percentage of 77.5%, and 75.9% respectively. A
reliable method was introduced in SaaS implemented public
GIS to approve new map layers with reasonable quality
contributed by community.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Public GIS is a system that automates the process for
collecting community contributions of spatial data cross
referenced to base map. It provides the capabilities of
analyzing such spatial data giving effective decision
support information such as decisions for appropriate land
use, planning pedestrian areas in crowded streets.

On the other hand, the easiest and lowest cost of
ownership way to let people to consume public GIS
services is to provide those services over cloud using
software as a service model. A lot of SaaS
implementations have focused on reduced cost of owner
ship and ease of maintenance advantages. One objection to
establishing partnerships may be a concern about the
quality of data submitted by nongovernment partners.
Therefore, it should be clearly stated that the individual
content provider has the responsibility for the quality of
the data. Users should base their trust upon the confidence

in the content provider, not the government. Using a pre-
qualification procedure will help governments choose to
establish partnerships only with content providers who are
delivering quality data. A voluntary organization working
in a typical field will likely be considered as a reputable
source. The same holds for an individual with professional
standing within the community. The government performs
only a rudimentary quality control on submitted data to
check relevance, and that data are syntactically correct.
Also, users may share their opinions on the quality of data
by submitting their own ratings [1]. This research
overcomes the quality drawback in public GIS data by
measuring and evaluating data quality for public
participation of map layers, in turn, public GIS board of
administrators can take the decision confidently to merge
those new map layers with base map.

II. BACKGROUND CONCEPTS

A. Geographic Information System (GIS)
Suppose that we have Census data across typical

governorate at the Census tract level and written in the
form of a long table, if you read the table, you have to
imagine the distribution by looking at numbers and city
names inside table. However if, we upload this census data
to GIS that has the geographic base map for such
governorate, then you can easily Visualize the distribution
of the census per each city across the governorate by
looking directly to GIS map having census data in map
layer cross referenced with governorate base map [2].
Another feature of GIS is its organization of data into
layers as in Fig. 1. For example, GIS may display
downtown in distinct layers such as a street layer, a
building layer, a parcel layer, and a zoning layer. These
layers can be analyzed in isolation or be cross-referenced
and analyzed together. For the above governorate census
data example, suppose that we had a layer of Census data
at the Census tract level in addition to, the layer of clinics.
We could view the two simultaneously to determine if the
clinics were in the areas of greatest population. Moreover,
because a GIS is based in geography, it is possible to
query these data layers based on location and distance.

There are several reasons why GIS is a useful tool for
the nonprofit community. First, to view data in a map as
opposed to in a list or table format makes the data easier to
understand, interpret, and easier to communicate to others.

Often, projects involve representatives from an
executive board, agency staff, and community leaders, as
well as community residents. All of these participants have
different backgrounds, which can make it difficult to
ensure that everyone understands the data the same way.
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Fig.1. Layers for a sample GIS map [4]

Language, educational, social, and cultural barriers can
be overcome with this visual approach. Most people, with
little training, can understand data in a map view, thereby
making discussions, planning, and decision making more
focused and consistent among participants. Thus,
presenting data in a visual language invites diverse
participation into the community planning process.

Another benefit of GIS is that it allows users, quickly, to
get past the questions of “what” and “where” and move on
to the question of “why”. When problem solving, the most
important question to answer is “why”. Why is crime
higher in one area than another? Why is a certain service
underutilized? When “why” answered, meaningful
discussion and solutions is can be addressed. Being able to
see spatial patterns of data rather than simply looking at
tables or graphs facilitates the understanding of root
causes of problems and helps lay foundations for
solutions.
B. Target beneficiaries of GIS

The ever-increasing adoption of GIS by a wide range of
user groups such as private-sector organizations, local
governments, and non-profit organizations as well as
neighborhoods Nonetheless, the provision of spatial data
and GIS among grassroots groups remains a critical factor
in shaping public participation activities as the costs of
purchasing and maintaining computer hardware and
software, along with the costs of providing ongoing GIS
training to staff members, present considerable challenges
to resource-poor grassroots groups[2]. These difficulties
arise because community organizations tend to be more
decentralized and more fragile in financial and staffing
support than larger nonprofit organizations and public- or
private-sector agencies.

Google Maps, Google Earth and WikiMapia for
instance, have emerged as a significant mode of online
geographic data provision, But for Country specific
Spatial tasks and according to fieldwork data; Google and
WikiMapia are not yet a significant source of spatial data.

At the same time, the widespread use of spatial data in
planning and Decision Support Systems (DSS) has made it
essential for community organizations to have access to

such data, and to GIS. In turn, many public contributions’
initiatives have been created across the world by
government agencies, and GIS related Professionals,
educational institutions and non-profit organizations.
C. The need for public GIS

So far governments have focused on service provision
and integration with legacy systems. Governments on all
levels have invested heavily in geographic information
systems [3]. The rationale for such investments has been
to provide for more efficiency and quality in urban
planning processes. Such systems normally provide an
Internet-based user interface to give the public the
possibility to serve themselves. The services provided by
such geographic information systems have some value for
those who needs to check property borders, or those
wanting to expand their buildings, but have limited use
outside planning and construction. Public GIS aims to
show how collaboration between government, voluntary
organizations and citizens can be used to enhance
government geographic information systems, and thereby
be more useful to its citizens. At the same time
establishing new channels of interaction between
government and their citizens. In turn, citizens should not
only be regarded as consumers of government services,
but also as valuable resources capable of creating
additional value based on existing government
infrastructure [1].
D. Cloud Computing and SaaS

Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service
(PaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), The three core
options compose the service models within the cloud
computing environment. Each service category can be
leveraged independently or consumed in combination with
other service tiers. SaaS model comprises end-user
applications delivered as a service rather than as
traditionally installed, on-premises software. Of course,
the software building blocks for public GIS system itself
are based on Service Oriented Architecture. Ideally, cloud
adopters should be confident that they are consuming state
of-the-art systems that are highly reliable and flexible
enough to handle large traffic fluctuations and the same
time handling massive map images while maintaining high
performance. The burden, then, is on the vendor to scale
and continually reinvest in the on-demand IT architecture
and service so that consumers are consistently provided
with a robust, updated GIS solution. Moving parts of the
corporate data and computing center to the cloud also
reduces the amount of fragmented infrastructure, driving
down up-front capital spending [5]. Table I highlights
important benefits of leveraging the cloud

Table I some benefits to leveraging the cloud
Benefit Explain

Pay to Pay Use
Reduce risk of paying for
unused resources

Measurable metered
services

Streamline Application stacks

Friction-free customer
access

To better meet consumer/user
expectations

Improved time to
market

Competitive advantage
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“Elastic” provisioning Meet unpredictable or erratic
demand

No installation /
maintenance cost

Reduce total cost of
ownership

As such, cloud services are available 24/7, accessible from
any browser on any device regardless of time zone. This
provides faster, easier access for workers to do their jobs,
allowing competitive differentiation for the organization
and, likewise, retaining and attracting valuable and
talented staff.
E. Public versus Private Cloud

There are several types of cloud computing deployment
scenarios. The public cloud is what is most commonly
being referred to when discussing cloud computing, where
the infrastructure and applications are owned by the
organization selling cloud services. Since many traditional
vendors and users are not quite ready to jump into public
cloud computing or are restricted from doing so, the cloud
service tiers are replicated within a private cloud
environment, behind the firewall, on-premises and
maintained within the parameters of the host organization.
Many believe that the sweet spot for cost optimization in
an organization will be found in a delicate balance of
public, or community, and private clouds.

III. DESIGN PERSPECTIVE

Since we need to have a Prequalification procedure, that
can help us do the quality verification process; as we see
on Fig. 2 quality verification is done repeatedly per each
map layer selected by public GIS system's administration
board directly or as a response to the user or group user
request from the community to merge the map layer with
base map.

Fig.2. Workflow for quality verification of new map layer

According to Fig. 2 verification process steps are:
- Check existence of SLA.
- Check good reputation status.
- Get the most recent counts of voters.
- Get the most recent update of user complains that are

already validated by Public GIS board.

- Apply formula DQ =
- If DQ >= 75% ; make it ready for merging with

base map for that map layer.
- If DQ < 75% then selected map layer is

disqualified.

IV. QUALITY VERIFICATION’S ASSESSMENT

Consider is the total no. of good rating to map layer
with quality weight 1 where = ∗ 1. In order to
know who actually voted for map layer, out of the total no.
of users let= total no. of voted users ÷ total no. of users.
If = 1 then it means all users have voted for the map
layer; then = 1. If <1 then = 0. × 1 where
ranges from 1 to 9, and of course >1 is not a valid
condition as total no. of voted users can't exceed total no.
of users. (e.g. users are those having access to the map
layer, granted by its author).

Let E is the existence of agreed SLA between the map
layer contributor and public GIS SaaS provider, with
quality weight 2 where = × 2. If there's SLA
between the author as map content provider and
administration board of public GIS, then = 1 and= 2, if there's no Agreed SLA, = 0 then = 0.
Note that, even SLA is a contractual issue it's recorded as
flag on geospatial database. Let C is the total no. of valid
user complains against map layer with quality weight 3
where = × 3. Valid complains means that public
GIS's administration board had reviewed the complains
and testified it's true and valid.= total no. of users with valid complains ÷total no. of users

Note that invalid complains are totally ignored and not
seen by quality verification process. If = 1 then it
means all users for public GIS have complained against
the map layer; then = 3. If <1 then = 0. × 3
where ranges from 1 to 9, and of course >1 is not a
valid condition as total no. of complaining users can't
exceed total no. of users. Let F is the good reputation of
Spatial Data’s author with quality weight 4 where= × 4.If Spatial Data’s author has a well known
good reputation to public GIS's administration board, then= 1 and = 4. If there's no good reputation, then= 0 and F=0. On the basis of the above defined factors
and weights the final formula for the public contributions

quality verification is: DQ =
Where DQ represents data quality percentage that map

layer achieved, and 0 represents initial default quality
weight, gained by each newly contributed map layer.

Table II quality scoring for Sample map layer data
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2012112 24 45 77 Yes Yes 0.759
2012103 57 18 77 No No 0.562
2012144 18 32 77 No Yes 0.563

As noticed in table II, only map layers identified by IDs
(2012101, 2012112) passed the Prequalification quality
score (75%) with 77.5%, and 75.9% respectively.

It's obvious that for map layer ID 2012101, main factors
that helped to pass 75% score were good reputation and
high number of votes , whereas for map layer ID 2012112
main factors were good reputation and existence of SLA
only.

And as noticed in table II, map layers identified by IDs
(2012103, 2012144) didn't pass the Prequalification
quality score (75%) and they've got 56.2%, and 56.3%
respectively.

It's clear that, even map layer ID 2012144 has SLA
between the author as map content provider from one side
and public GIS system's administration board from the
other side, community low number of votes and higher
number of valid complains affected the map layer
negatively and it failed to pass Prequalification quality
score (75%) and it got only 56.3%. In turn, this map layer
won't be qualified directly for merging, adding or cross
referencing to public base map repository. One
recommendation coming from this analysis, is to introduce
some contractual & enforcing terms and conditions inside
SLA to make sure that the author as a content provider
will abide rules of good quality data entry and hence can
acquire positive voting for his map layer contributions, so
that his map layer can pass Prequalification quality score
(75%) during quality verification process

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a reliable method was introduced in SaaS
implemented public GIS to approve new map layers with
reasonable quality contributed by community. To
overcome the probability of introducing low quality map
layers overlayed to base map through community public
contributions. A reference data quality factor of 0.75 was
proposed to help taking decision confidently for adding,
merging or cross referencing new map layers with base
map. The quality scoring for sample map layers was
extracted from running public GIS in private cloud using
the proposed factor over four contributed map layers,
which are accessed by 77 users, and the result was two
layers passed with data quality percentage of 77.5%, and
75.9% respectively.
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